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Reference to the Description of the Action
Component

Component D: Individual and Institutional Capacity Building
D.1.1. Developing tailor-made training modules on crime prevention
incorporating the concept of civilian/democratic oversight from fundamental
rights perspective
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Activity

D.1.2. Delivering trainings for 500 professionals of MoI and ISFs on
civilian/democratic oversight of ISFs and human-focused security services on
crime prevention incorporating the perspective of civilian/democratic oversight
to Governorates and District Governorates

Output

Training Report

Description

Report on 7 training modules Study Visit, delivered to the participants by 4
trainers in two days. Each module was shared with a 40-minute presentation and
20-minute group discussions format. Trainers also took part in the moderation of
the groups to foster fruitful discussions. Trainings took place via Zoom due to
current Covid-19 pandemic.
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SUMMARY
Module 1 - Introduction to Civilian and Democratic Oversight for the Security Sector
Module 2 - Introduction to Crime Prevention
Module 3 - Collaboration of CSO’s and Local Prevention and Security Boards in Crime Prevention
Module 4 – Crime Prevention from Human Rights Perspective
Module 5 - Community Policing for Crime Prevention and Security
Module 6 - Good Practices in Crime Prevention
Module 7 - Adult Learning for Capacity Building and Training Skills in Crime Prevention
All 7 modules were delivered to the participants by 4 trainers in two days. Each module was shared
with a 40-minute presentation and 20-minute group discussions format. Trainers also took part in the
moderation of the groups to foster productive discussions.
Participants:
•

•
•
•

ISF members from Hatay
District governorate members
Related MoI personnel
22 out of 59 participants are female.

GOALS REACHED DURING THE CONSULTATIVE MEETING
Evaluation reports of the training provide evidence that participants’ knowledge and/or attributed
importance have increased on:
6

crime prevention policy and its elements (72%-75%)
Rights-based approaches in crime prevention (49%-60%)
International, regional, and national bases of fundamental rights in crime prevention (49%-60%)
The triple balance test criteria (17%-44%)
Link between public accountability, trust and legitimacy in local prevention and security (55%-72%)
Broken Windows Theory (29%-58%)
Basic principles of policing in a democratic society (60%-77%)
Elements of the security sector and their roles (72%-83%)
Community policing models (53%-66%)
Importance of good governance (79%-92%)
elements and principles of security sector governance (43%-72%)
Importance of human rights and gender equality in civilian and democratic oversight (81%-89%)
Crime prevention approaches (65%-86%)
State of crime prevention in Turkey (56%-86%)
Importance of accountability in crime prevention (77%-88%)
Importance of human rights and gender equality in crime prevention (82%-95%)

-

Importance of CSO participation in crime prevention (70%-75%)
Importance of Local Prevention and Security Boards in crime prevention (77%-84%)

EVALUATION OF MODULES
Module 1

:

Introduction to Civilian and Democratic Oversight of Security Sector

Trainer

:

Assoc. Prof. İbrahim Arap

Figure 1: Module Content

95% the participants found the content of module 1 to be highly sufficient and 82% assessed module
duration to be in line with the content. 93% of the participants considered methodology to be either
quite or very successful, and while 33% of the participants stated that what they learned was highly
applicable in their organization, 35% found it to be moderately applicable.

Figure 2: Trainer Evaluation
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96% of the participants found the instructor of module 1 to be highly knowledgeable on the subject
and 98% considered the usage of time to be efficient. 97% of the participants felt encouraged to
actively participate in the discussion by the instructor and 99% found the language of instruction to be
quite clear and understandable. 94% of the participants considered the documents/examples shared
by the instructor to be very useful, and 96% the participants stated that the participant questions were
answered satisfactorily.

Module 2

:

Introduction to Crime Prevention

Instructor

:

Assoc. Prof. İbrahim Arap

Figure 1: Module Content

All (100%) of the participants found the content of module 2 to be highly sufficient and (100%) assessed
module duration to be in line with the content. Again all (100%) of the participants considered
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methodology to be either quite or very successful, and while 40% of the participants stated that what
they learned was highly applicable in their organization, 20% found it to be moderately applicable.
Figure 2: Trainer Evaluation

All (100%) of the participants found the instructor of module 2 to be highly knowledgeable on the
subject and (100%) considered the usage of time to be efficient. Again, all (100%) of the participants
felt encouraged to actively participate in the discussion by the instructor and (100%) found the
language of instruction to be quite clear and understandable. All (100%) of the participants considered
the documents/examples shared by the instructor to be very useful, and (100%) stated that the
participant questions were answered satisfactorily.

Module 3

:

Collaboration of CSO’s and Local Prevention and Security Boards
in Crime Prevention

Instructor

:

Ebru Ergin
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Figure 3: Module Content

76% of the participants found the content of module 3 to be highly sufficient and 62% assessed module
duration to be in line with the content. 72% of the participants considered methodology to be either
quite or very successful, and while 26% of the participants stated that what they learned was highly
applicable in their organization, 36% found it to be moderately applicable.
Figure 4: Trainer Evaluation

88% of the participants found the instructor of module 3 to be highly knowledgeable on the subject
and 80% considered the usage of time to be efficient. 82% of the participants felt encouraged to
actively participate in the discussion by the instructor, and 85% found the language of instruction to
be quite clear and understandable. 80% participants considered the documents/examples shared by
the instructor to be very useful, and (80%) stated that the questions were answered satisfactorily.
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Module 4

: Crime Prevention from Human Rights Perspective

Instructor

: Tuğçe Duygu Köksal

Figure 5: Module Content

69% of the participants found the content of module 4 to be highly sufficient and 56% assessed module
duration to be in line with the content. 52% of the participants considered methodology to be either
quite or very successful. While 13% of the participants stated that what they learned was highly
applicable in their organization, 22% found it to be moderately applicable.
Figure 6: Trainer Evaluation

82% of the participants found the instructor of module 4 to be highly knowledgeable on the subject
and 72% considered the usage of time to be efficient. 52% of the participants felt encouraged to
actively participate in the discussion by the instructor and 61% found the language of instruction to be
quite clear and understandable. 65% of the participants considered the documents/examples shared
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by the instructor to be very useful, and 48% stated that the participant questions were answered
satisfactorily.

Module 5

: Community Policing for Local Prevention and Security

Instructor

: Mathieu Zagrodzki

Figure 7: Module Content

89% of the participants found the content of module 5 to be highly sufficient and all 82% assessed
module duration to be in line with the content. 79% of the participants considered methodology to be
either quite or very successful, and while 39% of the participants stated that what they learned was
highly applicable in their organization, 27% found it to be moderately applicable.
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Figure 8: Trainer Evaluation

93% of the participants found the instructor of module 5 to be highly knowledgeable on the subject
and 93% considered the usage of time to be efficient. While 78% of the participants felt encouraged
to actively participate in the discussion by the instructor, 22% felt moderately or less encouraged to
participate. 77% found the language of instruction to be quite clear and understandable. 79% of the
participants considered the documents/examples shared by the instructor to be very useful, and 79%
stated that the participant questions were answered satisfactorily.

Module 6

: Good Practices in Crime Prevention

Instructor

: Mathieu Zagrodzki

Figure 9: Module Content
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94% of the participants found the content of module 6 to be highly sufficient and 87% assessed module
duration to be in line with the content. 93% participants considered methodology to be either quite or
very successful, and while 48% stated that what they learned was highly applicable in their
organization, while 28% found it to be moderately applicable.
Figure 10: Trainer Evaluation

97% of the participants found the instructor of module 6 to be highly knowledgeable on the subject
and 90% considered the usage of time to be efficient. While 93% of the participants felt encouraged
to actively participate in the discussion by the instructor, 7% felt moderately encouraged to participate.
97% of the participants found the language of instruction to be quite clear and understandable. 97%
of the participants considered the documents/examples shared by the instructor to be very useful, and
(97%) stated that the participant questions were answered satisfactorily.

Module 7

: Adult Learning for Capacity Building and Training Skills in Crime Prevention

Instructor

: Ebru Ergin
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Figure 11: Module Content

88% of the participants found the content of module 5 to be highly sufficient and all 86% assessed
module duration to be in line with the content. 90% of the participants considered methodology to be
either quite or very successful, and while 39% of the participants stated that what they learned was
highly applicable in their organization, 29% found it to be moderately applicable.
Figure 12: Trainer Evaluation

96% of the participants found the instructor of module 7 to be highly knowledgeable on the subject
and 97% of the participants considered the usage of time to be efficient. Again 97% participants felt
encouraged to actively participate in the discussion by the instructor. 96% participants found the
language of instruction to be quite clear and understandable. 90% of the participants considered the
documents/examples shared by the instructor to be very useful, and 97% stated that the participant
questions were answered satisfactorily.
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